Abstract. The article is devoted to hidden symmetries in long sequences of oligonucleotides of single stranded DNA. The notions of tetra--groups of oligonucleotides and also collective frequencies and collective probabilities of members of the tetra--groups are introduced to study hidden tetra--group regularities in mentioned sequences. Each of such tetra--group contains 4 members, each of which combines 4 n--1 oligonucleotides with the same length n in accordance with their certain attributes. Results of comparison analysis of collective probabilities of separate members of the tetra--groups for a representative set of long nucleotide sequences are shown. These results give evidences in favor of existence of the suppositional tetra--group rules of oligonucleotides in single stranded DNA in addition to the second Chargaff's parity rule. An algebraic approach to model the described genetic phenomena is proposed.
In the first tetra--group in Fig.  1 , the complete alphabet of 16 doublets is divided into 4 subsets with 4 doublets in each by the attribute of the same letter on the first position in each of doublets. The complect of these 4 subsets is called the tetra--group of doublets on the basis of this attribute; each of the 4 subsets is called a member of the tetra--group; each of 4 members has its individual name with an indication of its characteristic letter (A--member, T--member, C--member and G--member). In the second tetra--group (Fig.  1,  right ) the complete set of 16 doublets is divided into 4 subsets with 4 doublets in each by the attribute of the same letter on the second position in each of doublets. Fig.  2 shows three tetra--groups of triplets, which are used for the analysis of long sequences of triplets. In a general case of a sequence of n--plets, the complete alphabet of 4 n n--plets is divided into 4 subsets with 4 n--1 n--plets in each by the attribute of the identical letter on the chosen position inside n--plets. In this case n tetra--groups of n--plets are formed:
• The tetra--group on the basis of the attribute of the same letter on the 1st position of n--plets; • The tetra--group on the basis of the attribute of the same letter on the 2nd position of n--plets; • …..
• The tetra--group on the basis of the attribute of the same letter on the n--th position of n--plets.
We use the symbol Σn (n = 1 ,2, 3, 4,…) to denote the total quantity of n--plets in the considered DNA--sequence of n--plets; for example, the expression Σ3=100000 means that an analyzed sequence of triplets contains 100000 triplets. Let us define notions and symbols of collective frequences and collective probabilities of members of an individual tetra--groups in long sequences of n--plets, where each of n--plets has its individual frequency (or number of its occurrences): for example, doublets have their individual frequencies F(CC), F(CA), etc.
In a long sequence of n--plets, collective frequencies Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck) and Fn(Gk) of 4 members of a tetra--group of n--plets are defined as the sum of all individual frequencies of n--plets belong to this member (here the index n denotes the length of n--plets; the index k = 1, 2, 3, ..., n denotes the position of the letter in n--plets). For example, in the case of a sequence of triplets with the letters A, C, G and G on the second positions of triplets, these collective frequencies are denoted F3(A2), F3(T2), F3(C2) and F3(G2); correspondingly the expression F3(A2)= 50000 means that a considered sequence of triplets contains 50000 triplets with the letter A in their second positions. Fig. 3 shows appropriate definitions of collective frequencies F2(Ak), F2(Tk), F2(Ck) and F2(Gk) for the case of sequences of doublets (here k=1,2), which are analyzed from the standpoint of both tetra--groups from Fig. 1 . Fig. 3 also shows -for the case of sequences of doublets - collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) of separate members of tetra--groups; in general case these probalities are defined by expressions Pn(Ak) = Fn(Ak)/Σn, Pn(Tk) = Fn(Tk)/Σn, Pn(Ck) = Fn(Ck)/Σn and Pn(Gk) = Fn(Gk)/Σn. Below we represent the tetra--group rules for these collective probabilities, which are sum of individual probabilities of separate n--plets. More precisely, in the case of a sequence of n--plets, the probability of each of 4 members of its 4 tetra--groups is sum of 4 n--1 individual probabilities of such n--plets. For example, in the case of sequence of 5--plets, the probability P5(A1) of the tetra--group member, which combines 5--plets with the letter A at their first position, contains 4 4 =256 individual probabilities of 5--plets: P5(A1) = P(AAAAA) + P(AAAAT) + P(AAAAC) +…. , etc. F2(G2)=F(CG)+F(AG)+F(TG)+F(GG) P2(G2) = F2(G2)/Σ2 Fig. 3 . The definition of collective frequences Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck), Fn(Gk) and collective propabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck), Pn(Gk) for long sequences of doublets. Left: the case of the tetra--group of doublets with the same letter at their first position (Fig. 1) . Right: the case of the tetra--group of doublets with the same letter at their second position (Fig. 1) . The symbols F(AA), F(AC), … denote individual frequencies of doublets.
Two members of any tetra--group of n--plets with the complementary letters on the characteristic positions are conditionally called complementary members of the appropriate tetra--group. For example, the A--member and the T--member are complementary members in each of two tetra--groups in Fig. 1 . Such complementary members participate in one of the represented tetra--group rules of long sequences of n--plets in single stranded DNA.
Initial arguments in favor of tetra--group rules of long sequences of oligonucleotides
It is generally accepted that long sequences contain more than 50 thousands or 100 thousands nucleotides [Albrecht--Buehler, 2006; Prahbu, 1993; Rapoport, Trifonov, 2012] . In this Section we show data of analysis of two sequences of Homo sapiens chromosomes, each of which has its length of exactly one million nucleotides (only two these sequences of such length are retrieved from Entrez Search Field of Genbank by the known range operator 1000000:1000001 [SLEN] , https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Sitemap/samplerecord.html). Fig. 4 shows calculation data of the first of them from the standpoint of the proposed tetra--group approach: Homo sapiens chromosome 7 sequence, ENCODE region ENm012, accession NT_086368, version NT_086368.3, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NT_086368.3. These data include collective frequencies Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck), Fn(Gk) and collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck), Pn(Gk) of members of appropriate tetra--groups of doublets, triplets, 4--plets and 5--plets of the sequence. We use the data in Fig. 4 to formulate the suppositional tetra--group rules for long sequences of oligonucleotides in single stranded DNA. Below the formulated tetra--group rules will be confirmed by similar analysis of a set of other long nucleotide sequences from Genbank. Вy analogy with the generalized Chargaff's second rule, in cases of Fig. 4 . Collective frequencies Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck) and Fn(Gk) and also collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and k ≤ n) of members of tetra--groups for sequences of n--plets, which have the same letter in their position k, in the case of the following sequence: Homo sapiens chromosome 7 sequence, 1000000 bp, encode region ENm012, accession NT_086368, version NT_086368.3, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NT_086368.3. Collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) are marked by red for a visual comfort of their comparison each with other. these new rules it is assumed that the length n of considered n--plets is much
smaller than the length of the studied sequence. At this stage we study only long DNA--sequences of doublets, triplets, 4--plets and 5--plets.
From data in Fig. 4 one can assume existence of the following tetra--group rules for long sequences of oligonucleotides (these rules are confirmed by similar analizes of a set of other long DNA--sequences represented below).
The first tetra--group rule (the rule of approximate equality of the collective probabilities of n--plets with the same letter in their fixed position k, regardless of the length n of the considered n--plets):
• In long sequences of n--plets of single stranded DNA, collective probabilites Pn(Xk) (X = A, T, C, G; k ≤ n; n=1,2,3,4,5,.. is not too large) of those subset of n--plets, which have the letter X in their position k, are approximately equal to the individual probability of the nucleotide X independently on values n. For example, one can see from data in Fig. 4 the following:
For a more convenient vision of this rule, Fig. 5 reproduces separately data about collective frequencies Pn(Xk) (where X = A, T, C, G) from The first tetra--group rule can be graphically illustrated by a particular example in Fig. 6 for the same long DNA--sequence (Fig. 4) . Fig. 6 . The illustration of the dependence of collective probabilities Pn(A1), Pn(T1), Pn(C1) and Pn(G1) from the length "n" of n--plets in the case of Homo sapiens chromosome 7 sequence, 1000000 bp. Numerical data are taken from Fig. 4 .
The first tetra--group rule can be briefly expressed by the following expression (1) for any of values n =1,2, 3, 4, … under the condition of a fixed value of the index k:
P1(X1) ≅ Pn(Xk) , k ≤ n, (1) where X means any of letters A, T, C and G; n = 1, 2, 3, 4,… is not too large.
One should remind here that in the expression (1) various collective probabilities Pn(Xk) are sum of individual probabilities of very different quantities of n--plets: the collective probability P2(A1) is sum of individual probabilities of 4 doublets, the collective probability P3(A1) is sum of individual probabilities of 16 triplets, the collective probability P4(A1) is sum of individual probabilities of 64 tetraplets and the collective probability P5(A1) is sum of individual probabilities of 256 pentaplets.
The second tetra--group rule (the rule of approximate equality of collective probabilities of n--plets with the same letter in their position k, regardless of the value of the positional index k in the considered n--plets):
• In long sequences of n--plets of single stranded DNA, collective probabilites Pn(Xk) (X = A, T, C, G; k ≤ n; n=1,2,3,4,5,.. is not too large) of those subset of n--plets, which have the letter X in their position k, are approximately equal to the individual probability of the nucleotide X independently on values k. For example, one can see from data in Fig. 4 the following:
The second tetra--group rule can be graphically illustrated by a particular example in Fig. 7 for the same long DNA--sequence in Fig. 4 . Fig. 7 . The illustration of the dependence of collective probabilities P5(Ak), P5(Tk), P5(Ck) and P5(Gk) of appropriate members of tetra--groups from the index k of a position of the letter in 5--plets in the case of the sequence of 5--plets of Homo sapiens chromosome 7 sequence, 1000000 bp. Numerical data are taken from Fig. 4 .
The second tetra--group rule can be briefly expressed by the following expression (2) for any of values k under the condition of a fixed value of a length n of n--plets:
Pn(X1) ≅ Pn(Xk) , k ≤ n, (2) where X means any of letters A, T, C and G; n = 1, 2, 3, 4,… is not too large.
One can see from expressions (1) and (2) that the first rule and the second rule can be jointly expressed in a brief way by the expression (3) without the mentioned conditions of a fixation of values n and k: P1(X1) ≅ Pn(Xk) , k ≤ n, (3) where X means any of letters A, T, C and G; n = 1, 2, 3, 4,… is not too large.
The third tetra--group rule (the rule of approximate equality of collective probabilities of complementary members of tetra--groups):
• in tetra--groups of long sequences of n--plets of single stranded DNA, collective probabilities Pn(Ak) and Pn (Tk) of the complementary A--and T--members of tetra--groups are approximately equal to each other. The same is true for collective probabilities Pn(Ck) and Pn (Gk) of the complementary C--and G--members of tetra--groups.
This rule is expressed by expressions (4) for any of considered values of n and k, where k ≤ n and n = 1, 2, 3, 4, … is not too large:
Pn(Ak) ≅Pn (Tk) and Pn(Ck) ≅Pn (Gk). (4) For example, one can see from data in Fig. 4 for the case k=1 the following:
The similar situation is true for cases k = 2, 3, 4, 5 in Fig. 4 .
We emphasize that approximately equal collective frequencies Fn(Ak) and Fn(Tk) of the complementary A--and T--members of tetra--groups (as well as Fn(Ck) and Fn(Gk) of the complementary C--and G--members), which are used in expressions (4), can differ significantly by values of individual frequences of n--plets in them. For example, for the sequence of doublets in Fig. 4 , these collective frequencies are sum of the following individual frequencies of separate doublets:
One can see from (5) that, for example, the individual frequency F(CG)=2800, which is used in the expression of the collective frequency F2(C1) of the C--member, differs by a factor of 6 from the individual frequency of the complementary doublet F(GC)=16706, which is used in the expression of the collective frequency F2(G1) of the complementary G--member. Correspondingly the individual probability P(CG) = F(CG)/Σ2 = 2800/500000 = 0,0056 differs by a factor of 6 from the individual probability of the complementary doublet P(GC) = F(GC)/Σ2 = 16706/500000 = 0,0334. This indicates that the described tetra--group rules can't be reduced to rules of individual n--plets, but they form a special class of rules of a collective organization in oligonucleotide sequences of single stranded DNA.
The third tetra--group rule can be considered as a generalization of the second Chargaff's parity rule, which states an approximate equality of individual frequences of complementary letters F(A)≅F(T) and F(A)≅F(T) (or probabilities P(A)≅P(T) and P(A)≅P(T)) in long nucleotide sequences of single stranded DNA. In the case of the sequence in Fig. 4 , the second Chargaff's parity rule is expressed by expressions P1(A1)=0,3075 ≅ P1(T1)=0,3350 and P1(C1)=0,1767 ≅ P1(G1)=0,1808. The level of accuracy of the second Chargaff's rule execution for this sequence is determined by the difference of probabilities: for the probabilities of complementary letters A and T in the mononucleotide sequence, this difference is equal to P1(T1)--P1(A1) = 0,3350--0,3075 = 0,0275, and for the probabilities of complementary letters C and G it is equal to P1(G1)--P1(C1) = 0,1808--0,1767 = 0,0041. For the analyzed sequence (Fig. 4) , Fig. 8 shows that the same level of accuracy P1(T1)--P1(A1)=0,0275 is approximately executed for all differencies Pn(Tk)--Pn(Ak), and that the same level of accuracy P1(G1)--P1(C1)=0,0041 is approximately executed for all differencies Pn(Gk)--Pn(Ck). It testifies that the second Chargaff's parity rule can be considered as a particular case of the third tetra--group rule. For long DNA--sequences of n--plets, the described tetra--group rules have a predictive power: knowing the collective probabilities of only two of 4 members of one of the tetra--groups (for example, P1(A1) and P1(C1)), one can predict approximate values of probabilities of other members of this and other tetra--groups on the basis of the expressions (1--4). Fig. 9 shows a joint representation of all three tetra--group rules described above: sectors of the same color contain approximately the same values of collective probabilities. Each of its rings corresponds to an appropriate length "n" of n--plets: the smallest ring corresponds to the case of doublets (in this case k = 1, 2); the next ring corresponds to the case of triplets (in this case k = 1, 2, 3), etc. Now let us turn to the second DNA--sequence with one million nucleotides, which was retrieved from Entrez Search Field of Genbank by the range operator 1000000:1000001[SLEN]: Homo sapiens chromosome 5 sequence, ENCODE region ENm002; accession NT_086358, version NT_086358.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NT_086358.1. Fig. 10 shows our results of the analysis of this long sequence from the standpoint of tetra--groups of its oligonucleotides (by analogy with data in Fig. 4) . Fig. 10 . Collective frequencies Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck) and Fn(Gk) and also collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and k ≤ n) of members of tetra--groups for sequences of n--plets, which have the same letter in their position k, in the case of the following sequence: Homo sapiens chromosome 5 sequence, 1000000 bp, encode region ENm002; accession NT_086358, version NT_086358.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NT_086358.1. Collective probabilities Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) are marked by red for a visual comfort of their comparison each with other.
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P1(T1)--P1(A1) = 0,0275 P2(T1)--P2(A1) =0,0277 P3(T1)--P3(A1) = 0,0268 P4(T1)--P4(A1) = 0,0264 P5(T1)--P5(A1) = 0,0295 P1(G1)--P1(C1) = 0,0041 P2(G1)--P2(C1) = 0,005 P3(G1)--P3(C1) = 0,0038 P4(G1)--P4(C1) = 0,0043 P5(G1)--P5(C1) = 0,0043 P2(T2)--P2(A2) = 0,0273 P3(T2)--P3(A2) = 0,0272 P4(T2)--P4(A2) = 0,0261 P5(T2)--P5(A2) = 0,028 P2(G2)--P2(C2) = 0,0031 P3(G2)--P3(C2) = 0,0044 P4(G2)--P4(C2) = 0,0027 P5(G2)--P5(C2) = 0,0032 P3(T3)--P3(A3) = 0,0285 P4(T3)--P4(A3) = 0,0291 P5(T3)--P5(A3) = 0,0275 P3(G3)--P3(C3) = 0,004 P4(G3)--P4(C3) = 0,0058 P5(G3)--P5(C3) = 0,0043 P4(T4)--P4(A4) = 0,0284 P5(T4)--P5(A4) = 0,0263 P4(G4)--P4(C4) = 0,0034 P5(G4)--P5(C4) = 0,0035 P5(T5)--P5(A5) = 0,0261 P5(G5)--P5(C5) = 0,0051
One can see from data in Fig.  10 that they satisfy the three tetra--group rules by analogy with data in Fig. 4. Fig. 11 shows levels of accuracy between values of collective propabilities (shown in Fig. 10 ) of complemetary members of tetra--groups of n--plets for this new long DNA--sequence. One can see that these levels of accuracy are approximately equal to the levels of accuracy in Fig.  8 for the previously considered sequence. Fig. 11 . Levels of accuracy between values of collective propabilities (shown in Fig.  6 ) of complemetary members of tetra--groups of n--plets (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for the sequence Homo sapiens chromosome 5 sequence, 1000000 bp, encode region ENm002; accession NT_086358, version NT_086358.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/NT_086358.1.
Additional data in favor of three tetra--group rules of long sequences of oligonucleotides
This Section represents data ) about executions of the described tetra--group rules in cases of a representative set of other long sequences of oligonucleotides of single stranded DNA from GenBank. Kinds of studied sequences here are taken from the article [Prahbu, 1993] to avoid a suspicion about a special choice of sequences. More precisely, we use the sequences, the length of which is which is approximately equal to 100000 nucleotides and more. For each of sequences, there are shown its title and accession data in GenBank. Fig. 27 . Collective frequencies Fn(Ak), Fn(Tk), Fn(Ck), Fn(Gk) and collective probabilties Pn(Ak), Pn(Tk), Pn(Ck) and Pn(Gk) (n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and k ≤ n) of tetra--group members in sequences of n--plets in the case of the MUSTCRA, Mouse T--cell receptor alpha/delta chain locus, 94647 bp, accession M64239.1, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nuccore/201744
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One can see from the data of the long DNA--sequences in Fig. 12 --27 that all these sequences also satisfy the three tetra--group rules.
